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Makoto’s Blade

This page details Makoto's Blade, that she recieved after completing her training at Zenikaze fighting
school.

Blade info
Length Blade Aether

35 inches long Zesuaium Transparent
Color Special Ability Edge
Matte Black Blade Blade is transparent/handle invisible single-edged edge
Sharpness Mass Role
monomolecular-edged 9 Lbs. Heavy Anti-Armor, (Tier 6)

Damage Description

Her Blade deals damage mainly through cuts, slashes and cleaving, and thanks to the Aether, burning. it
is a Tier 6 Heavy Anti-Armor

Appearance Description

The katana is a single-edged long sword with a slightly curved blade and a rubber coated Durandium
alloy grip that gives Makoto options to wield the sword with a one-handed or two-handed grip. While
focused on killing she tends to grip with both hands, but she does usually use only one hand while
confident. Like all Katana’s of the caliber, the sharpest points of the Zesuaium blade have a,
monomolecular edge giving Makoto greater cutting power.

Purpose/Usage

Purpose/Usage: Shadow Vipers use Transparent blades like this primarily as a an anti-power armor melee
weapon. Because of her body’s limitations on being invisible she seldom uses this while in space.

storage

Using a equally invisible hilt at her side, the Katana can be sheathed in the handle, to allow Makoto some
rest from combat, or to free her hands.
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OOC Notes

Charaa created this article on 2020/12/20 22:01.

Due to this being a personal item, and not something made from scratch. I Charaa made the decision to
create this without the wip namespace. If this was in error I apologize.
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